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t the start of 2007, Apple Computer became
Apple Inc. The name change reflects the fact
that Apple – which today seems to be on
everyone’s short list of hot companies – has
migrated from a company that sells computers to a
company that sells a wide array of consumer
products, such as the new iPhone. But change is
nothing new to Apple. Since its founding in 1976,
Apple has had numerous up and down periods.
Although its co-founder, Steve Jobs, again heads
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creatively brilliant but “one of its most devious
corporate politicians and hatchet men”. In 1977, at
just 38, he became president of Pepsi-Cola and a
prime contender to become chairman of the
PepsiCo conglomerate someday.

Apple of his eye
After an entrepreneurial climb of mythic
proportions, in the early 1980s Apple Computer
needed experienced corporate managers to sustain

Every major thread of business management – marketing,
product development, operations, finance, governance
and leadership – is woven into this classic case of
misjudgement and missed opportunities.
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the company, Apple has had other CEOs. One of
them, John Sculley, provides a captivating case
study offering important lessons around executive
selection, corporate culture and, especially, the
transfer of management talent.
Sculley’s misadventures at Apple Computer
occurred between 1983 and 1993. This episode in
Apple’s history forms a cautionary tale of executive
derailment. Indeed, every major thread of business
management – marketing, product development,
operations, finance, governance and leadership – is
woven into this classic case of misjudgement and
missed opportunities.

Ivy leaguer
A product of the Eastern US establishment, Sculley
was born in 1939, one of three sons of a Wall
Street lawyer. He went to exclusive preparatory
schools before studying architecture at Brown
University, followed directly by Wharton Business
School. He had the benefit of every advantage
except a warm childhood. Shaping influences made
him smart, driven, self-focused and ambitious. He
has been married three times and has two children
of his own.
Sculley joined Pepsi’s marketing department
shortly after college through the influence of his
father-in-law and friend, PepsiCo chairman, Don
Kendall. He was the first person at Pepsi with an
MBA. Avoiding both the boon and bane of nepotism,
Sculley worked hard and rose rapidly. During 16
years with Pepsi, Sculley redefined industry metrics
and sorted out the international division. Sculley
successfully led Pepsi-Cola’s effort to overtake
archrival Coca-Cola in market share. By May 1973,
he was on the cover of BusinessWeek and one of
America’s top business leaders. Within Pepsi,
however, he was reportedly seen by some as
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its burgeoning growth. Apple needed direction and
discipline. This became acute with IBM’s 1981
entry into a personal computer (PC) market Apple
had largely created. A former Intel marketing
manager, Apple’s then chairman and acting CEO,
A.C. “Mike” Markkula, recognized Apple’s
management shortcomings, as did Apple’s young
co-founder, Steve Jobs.
Apple retained Heidrick & Struggles’ renowned
chairman, Gerry Roche, to find Apple a new
president. The executive search mandate was for a
veteran corporate heavyweight: someone
experienced with consumer marketing, interested in
technology, adaptable to Apple’s culture, and able
to mentor Jobs – someone who could put Apple’s
new “appliance” into every home and help it mature
as an organization. A side comment made to Roche
slighted the footwear of the Eastern establishment
and indicated what Apple did not want, “no wingtips”. This crucial statement of requirements by the
board would prove poorly developed and
fundamentally flawed. It did not seek what Apple
functionally needed.
Starting from a list of nearly 150 names, Roche
eventually set his sights on Pepsi’s master marketer,
John Sculley.
The seduction of an East Coast soft drink wizard
began with a phone call just before Thanksgiving
1982. Sculley, who had an interest in computers,
was aware of Apple’s visionary leader and enfant
terrible Steve Jobs. In turn, Jobs was enamoured
with Sculley’s marketing triumph over Coca-Cola.
Roche introduced them. At first, an intrigued
Sculley outwardly stated disinterest in joining
Apple. Inwardly, a middle-aged Sculley rediscovered
youthful interests in electronics and industrial
design; he yearned to leave his confining Eastern
establishment roots behind and rush west toward a
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Coast vs. coast
Sculley wanted to show he was ready for a West
Coast lifestyle, so he left his pinstripe suits behind
for the business casual attire of Silicon Valley. He
worked hard to steep himself in the egalitarian Apple
culture. Pepsi had been like the US Marines with a
definite power structure and status symbols. Under
the messianic Jobs, Apple embodied Californian
corporate counterculture with an intellectual
meritocracy bent toward technical accomplishment.

primary demand growth arena to be won by
establishing pervasive technical standards and
networking effects.
Sculley did bring considerable strengths to Apple,
mainly as a marketer. At Pepsi he went national
with a Texas bottler’s now famous “Pepsi Challenge”
campaign of on-the-street, taste test product
comparisons of Pepsi versus Coke. At Apple, he was
centrally involved in the famous 1984 television ad
for the Macintosh that was shown just once during
the Super Bowl.
In his memoirs, Odyssey: Pepsi to Apple
(HarperCollins, 1987), Sculley talks at length about
his marketing efforts, giving the distinct impression
that, at Apple, he spent entirely too much time
devising advertising campaigns and not enough on
product development, staff evolution and operations.
He clearly enjoys marketing and is good at it.
Unfortunately, his emphasis on consumer product
marketing was misplaced in the fast-moving,
technology-driven personal computer industry in
which corporate and institutional purchases were
pivotal. Sculley’s Pepsi experience had prejudiced
his views and choice of tools. He came from an
industry with extremely long product cycles and
well-developed distribution networks. Coca-Cola and
Pepsi-Cola were both nearly 100-year-old product
formulas. His biggest product innovation at Pepsi
was the large, take-home plastic bottle.
Dimly sensed at the time yet painfully evident
today, networking externalities (i.e., open standards
and technical compatibility) propel the computer
industry. Networking externalities occur when
dominant technical standards emerge from a
virtuous cycle of installed base, market share, and
open systems confined by switching costs. Apple’s
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new frontier. Then came the offer: millions in pay
and stock options. According to Forbes, Sculley
would subsequently realize compensation totalling
$32.3 million over the five-year period 1986 thru
1991. But with such allure came real risk; Sculley
knew that his corporate career was over if he failed
as Apple’s new leader.
Ultimately, Jobs posed the pivotal question: “Do
you want to sell sugar water for the rest of your life,
or do you want to change the world?” Looking back,
Roche believes the words that finally convinced
Sculley to head west came not from Jobs but from
Bill Paley, the legendary head of CBS. Paley was
being honoured at a New York black-tie dinner, and
he was sitting at the first tier of head tables. Sculley
was sitting behind Paley on the second tier; and, as
it happened, Roche was behind Sculley on the third
tier. This physical arrangement of corporate
chieftains was metaphoric. When Paley made his
award acceptance remarks, he said, “If I was 45
again I would get myself to the West Coast and get
involved in this new computer industry.” Sculley
visibly responded to Paley’s words. In April 1983,
he left the certain knowledge of Pepsi for the
unknown of Apple.

This crucial statement of requirements by the board would
prove poorly developed and fundamentally flawed.
Despite his best efforts, at times Sculley would fall
back on the authoritative leadership style that
worked at Pepsi but was an anathema at Apple. He
was seen as lacking personal charisma.
At Pepsi, the regular Neilson market share reports
were all that mattered, the only metric of note. The
slightest movement of 0.1 per cent share spelled
success or failure – two failures and you were
kicked off the PepsiCo corporate ladder. In the
mature soft drink business, success measures were
retrospective, rearward looking. By contrast, the
immature personal computer industry required a
prospective, forward view. Not recognizing this
distinction, Sculley focused on Apple’s market share
figures. He failed to appreciate that PCs were not a
net sum game as with soft drinks but an explosive

proprietary, closed-system approach did not
embrace networking externalities and was largely
incompatible. Apple was therefore in deep trouble
once IBM entered the fray and unwittingly created
the WINTEL PC standard by haphazardly selecting
Microsoft’s operating system and outsourcing the
Intel microprocessor.
Apple tried to woo individual consumers, but the
game was being played on the institutional
battlefield. The adage of the day was “no one ever
got fired for buying IBM”; corporate buyers – prime
customers with recurring needs and big budgets to
spend – were conservative in outlook. In the 1980s
they stuck close to the tried-and-true big blue IBM
label. Apple may have been innovative, an underdog
to cheer on and perhaps a nice gift for the kids; →
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→ but the prospect of making a purchasing misstep
on an unproven company whose incompatible
technology might not triumph drove purchases of
IBM PCs or clones thereof. Apple’s higher price
point compounded this difficulty.
To counter this, Apple needed an effective sales
and distribution channel into commercial customers.
To his credit, Sculley proposed that Apple acquire
the much-larger Xerox. Xerox had a huge corporate
sales force with established entrée to corporate
decision makers. Unfortunately, Jobs clashed with
the Xerox leadership and the deal was not to be.

Betting the company
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At one point Jobs and Sculley decided to build up
massive Macintosh inventories in anticipation of a
stellar $1 billion Christmas selling season. With
board approval, they spent cash to build inventory
in anticipation of 80,000 unit sales per month. It
was an acknowledged “bet the company” decision.
Actual sales reached only 20,000 per month and
huge losses resulted. With long-shelf-life products
like soft drinks, excess inventory can always
eventually be sold. With short product cycles,
obsolescent personal computer inventory writedowns can be costly – even fatal. In his memoirs,
Sculley admits to not comprehending the interplay
of gross margins, R&D costs, product cycles and
inventories in the computer industry.
Sculley was in a tough governance bind with the
charismatic and sometimes problematic Steve Jobs.
Organizationally, Sculley was Apple’s CEO with Jobs
below him; initially as Macintosh product developer

notions within Apple and the greater technology
bubble of the late 1980s through early 1990s,
Sculley was a proponent of the “knowledge
navigator”. This concept is recognizable today as the
Googled Internet. He also pursued the development
of the Newton “personal digital assistant” (PDA). In
common with many Apple innovations, the Newton
was ahead of its time and too ambitious in first
implementation. However, it became the precursor
to the wildly successful but functionally more
limited Palm Pilot and today’s multifunctional cell
phones. The PDAs envisioned by Sculley and his
team and pioneered by Apple are today ubiquitous
(but not to Apple’s shareholder benefit).
Such farsighted innovations aside, Sculley
ultimately had the wrong perspective. At the time,
Apple could not succeed solely as a consumer
products company. Nevertheless, Sculley treated it
as such and applied his lifestyle marketing
background. Rapid growth, glowing news media
coverage and fawning pilgrimages to the Apple
headquarters by politicians and business leaders
clouded Sculley’s perspective. Towards the end,
Sculley even made himself Chief Technology Officer,
a stretch for everyone except himself.

A fallen apple
Sculley is an example of stellar execution in one
industry followed by failed execution in another.
Against the backdrop of turbulent computer
industry growth that carried Apple along, it took
time for Sculley’s shortcomings and executive
misplacement to become apparent.

Ultimately, Jobs posed the pivotal question: “Do you want
to sell sugar water for the rest of your life, or do you want
to change the world?”
and, later, division head. But Jobs was also above
Sculley as Apple’s chairman, public face and largest
shareholder. There was role confusion. During his
first two years at Apple, Sculley skilfully gathered
knowledge, assessed the situation, made needed
changes and consolidated his power base.
In a fateful 1985 move, Sculley reluctantly
acceded to pressure from Arthur Rock and other
dissatisfied board members. With Machiavellian
overtones, they removed Jobs from any operational
role inside Apple. While this resolved the role
confusion for Sculley and solidified his position, it
sapped Apple of Jobs’ catalytic energy, technical
prowess and exceptional vision.
Described as one of Silicon Valley’s “philosopherkings,” Sculley undoubtedly liked the label, but it
may have been a stretch. Probably working from
36
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Applying his veteran corporate skills, Sculley started
well by rapidly reshaping and rationalizing Apple’s
fractious organization, incompatible product lines
and wayward marketing. He reorganized Apple from a
product-based divisional structure into a functional
structure. Thirteen autonomous divisions became
three business units, and the corporate structure
flattened. Redundant staffing was eliminated, costs
cut, decisions organized and information better
disseminated. Sculley also sought more effective
ways into large corporate accounts.
As late as May 1991, Forbes was praising Sculley
for his “rare skill” in transitioning Apple from “a
freewheeling entrepreneurial operation into a major
corporation”. Sculley had overseen tremendous
growth and positive development. Just two years
later, this general view changed.
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Courtesy of Apple: The i in Apple

Revenue growth was rapid during Sculley’s 10
years; Apple’s annual revenues grew from $800
million to $8 billion. In 1984 alone, Apple’s revenues
grew 54 per cent to $1.5 billion. Such top-line
success blinded Sculley and others to underlying
problems as Apple suffered a relative loss of market
position; the industry was rapidly coalescing around
the WINTEL standard. During 1984 through 1993,
Apple’s computer sales grew 243 per cent from 1.4
million units to 3.3 million units. Unfortunately for
Apple, the overall PC market grew 491 per cent from
6.3 million units to 31.0 million units during the
same period. During Sculley’s first full year, 1984,
Apple commanded a competitive 21.7 per cent
market share compared with 31.6 per cent for IBM
and WINTEL compatibles. Slumping to just 6.2 per
cent market share in 1989, Apple’s market share
staggered back to 10.7 per cent in 1993. By then,
WINTEL had pushed aside all other technology
platforms including the Macintosh and held 89.4 per
cent market share. In 2001, the PC market reached
128 million units per year with 97.5 per cent being
IBM-compatible and just 2.5 per cent Apple.
Although he embraced technology and could
articulate a vision, Sculley was never a technologist;
he was a marketer in a technology company. CEO
failures are usually associated with operational
problems. At Apple, flawed strategies plus operational

problems led to mounting losses and a falling share
price. So Apple’s board pushed Sculley out.
Gerry Roche believes his friend, John Sculley,
“got a bad rap” in the wake of leaving Apple. He
asserts, “If there hadn’t been a Sculley, there
wouldn’t be an Apple Computer today.” His point
about corporate survival is probably true given the
era’s wreckage of fast-growth computer companies
that did not make the transition to corporate
maturity. Unfortunately, during his 10 years at
Apple, Sculley made strategic errors that cost the
company market share and industry leadership,
relegating it to a small, if pioneering, niche.

What we can learn
This case offers three key insights into executive
placement and the cross-sector transfer of
management talent:
●

Management talent can be transferred between
industries, but success in one business arena
does not inherently mean success in another.
Lifestyle marketing in a mature, fast-moving
consumer goods segment is not the same as
shaping the networking effects of emergent
technology. Talented managers can certainly
transition to a very different industry, but they
must recognize their new arena may revolve
around different business models, market
→
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→ drivers and measures of success. They must
quickly grasp the essentials of the industry they
are entering and adjust their approach accordingly.
●

Corporate culture and individual style are important
considerations during executive selection. This is
particularly true with emergent organizations
dominated by charismatic entrepreneurs. Apple
was a West Coast, new-economy technology
company. PepsiCo was an established East Coast
consumer product enterprise. Such a transition
would have been tough for anyone.

●

To succeed, there must be a match between the
transferring executive’s core competence and the
functional needs of the organization. Sculley was
a master marketer, but Apple needed operational
skills and a technologist’s viewpoint. The board’s
search mandate was poorly developed, and Sculley’s
talents were mismatched to Apple’s needs.

In 1993, Gerry Roche recruited Lou Gerstner, Jr.
from RJR Nabisco to turn IBM around in a celebrated
example of the transferability of management talent.
In the case of IBM, Gerstner’s personal characteristics
and proven turn-around skills were just what IBM
needed. A successful match between executive
competencies and functional requirements had
been made.
Thinking

What goes around
Sculley launched a turbulent era of leadership
changes at Apple. He arrived in 1983; in 1985,
Apple founder Steve Jobs was pushed out of the
company; in 1993, Apple’s board replaced Sculley
with Michael Spindler (who had been with Apple
since 1980 and was president of Apple Europe),
who then was replaced in 1996 by Gil Amelio (who
had been CEO of National Semiconductor).
In July 1997 (after 12 years away developing the

Next computer and Pixar animated movies), an older,
wiser Steve Jobs returned to Apple as its CEO. Under
Jobs, Apple has regained its footing, brought out the
popular iPod music player and solidified its small
computer market position through emphasis of its
celebrated strengths of innovative industrial design
and cutting-edge technology. On June 29 2007
Apple’s reprise of the PDA, the iPhone, went on sale.
In a May 2007 speech to his alma mater, Brown
University, Sculley (now a venture capitalist)
admitted to his own management faults and offered
this thought: “Real genius is seeing something that
is totally obvious, maybe 20 years ahead of anybody
else. Steve Jobs would be a real example of that.
Steve saw where all of this was going long before
any of this existed.” ■
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